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Every day, thousands of games are launched on mobile stores. Among them will be exciting games that create trends that many players enjoy. These games have made developers interested in. They always try to make good copies of these games in different ways. Recently, the developer Potting Mob carries a game called Tales Rush that followed the style of the game, Archero, which we had presented
to him in the previous article. However, Tales Rush replaces the archive with a warrior and a sword. Moreover, the game has a lot of upgraded features that games enjoy the most. Let's check it out now! The Gameplay Rush is a fast action game, in which players will control a sword on the journey of exploring caves. Your main task is to scramble the monsters displayed on the screen to be able to
overcome the screen and receive rewards. However, things won't be so easy because monsters are going to be very strong with diverse attacking skills. Players need to approach monsters in different directions to attack them in close range. After overcoming the game, you may receive some special abilities. These capabilities will be added directly to the battle character power on the next screen.
Moreover, Tales Rush uses a very simple control and a single button. You'll drag your character moving around where the fighting battles. This control makes the gameplay of Tales Rush completely simple for everyone. Erotales Rush offers players a lot of unique heroes. Currently, the game has 3 heroes available, including Alice, Alibaba, Red Littele. In the next few updates, there will be more heroes.
Each character will have special abilities and stats that can be activated in special gem titles, which will also greatly improve your character's strength. These gems will unlock when you reach the necessary levels. ChallengeTales Rush brings a lot of powerful haters, and players will always have to face many powerful bosss. Moreover, players can experience the enduring attractive mode that makes many
players passionate. SkillIn Tales Rush, hero will no longer have permanent skills. Instead, the game will provide their skills in every game. After passing each level, the player is awarded with three random skill sets. Players can choose one of three skills to continue the screen. Moreover, the skills will be very diverse and interesting. You should consider choosing the right skills to give your character a good
advantage in fighting. Maptales Rush offers many cards to play, each of which has its own unique design and plot and monsters. Each map will provide 50 different levels. When you pass the entire step, you can continue to unlock the next card. DesignAt first sight, each player will be impressed with the design of Tales Rush. It features beautiful graphics and many high-quality images and living effects.
Tales Rush has a top-down outlook with a roster, fast. Download Tales Rush Mode APK [Money/energy] for AndroidTales Rush is a free game, you can easily download from the game store. Besides, we'd like to introduce you a modified version of the game, which unlocked some premium features and brings more money into play. You can only download Tales Rush Mode / Hack Apk with the link at the
end of this article. Please make sure that your network connection is stable so that the download process does not encounter any errors. ConclusionAles Rush is a fascinating game with fast-loading matches. It brings fast battles and great entertainment and tactics. Players can control the hero and participate in fighting to save the world. Tales Rush is a perfect choice for you. Don't forget to rate and share
this game with everyone if you find it interesting. Thanks and have fun! Select the Tales Rush MOD version (Currency/energy) Download Now 1. Find your game package name, Use an app on your phone. - Install Package Name Viewer 2.0 from the player store. - Scroll to the app list to find the app for which you need the package name. You can also use the search button to quickly look for a particular
application or game. The package name is listed just under the name of app. 2. Backup your data. - Open file manager to find Android forder! - Go to Android forder you will see two data forder names and obb . - Open forder data and find your game pack you want Kepp Accounts (Example: com.tencent.ig). - Change it to what all you like (Example: com.tencent.ig-&gt; rename it to com.tencent.ig.retedata)
3. Uninstalled Old Version and Install New Version. 4. Go back to file manager, Unrename your package you renamed in step 2 (Test: com.tencent.ig.igdata -&gt; rename it to com.tencent.ig). 5. Open games and enjoy modes and data save you! Page 2 Together October 19, 2019 Message 9 Point 3 Age 35 Please reload We have fixed the bro issue yes, I can confirm that now the game is working fine.
Just one question, I can't see the overlay button for the fashion menu like the other game, is it normal? Thanks again sir! Along with Ma 30, 2019 Message 354 Point 43 Where @k2065183s do you see the floating menu button? Free feature: Since it did not state menu mode, then it has no menu....... JoinEd Sep 23, 2019 Message 1 Point 1 Age 25 Joined Aug 25, 2018 Message 89 Point 18 How do I
unsign a signed file? Joined Jun 26, 2019 Message 14 Point 3 Age 21 Where Indonesia please make floating menu then I can turn off the mode of God please Page 3 Join December 3, 2019 Message 1 Point 1 Age 30 Joined December 13, 2019 Message 1 Point 1 Age 23 I just need a in purchasing app mode. Some buffs can only be found in app purchased Joined December 13, 2019 Message 1 Point 1
Age 33 would appreciate a menu option to close the mode. it's a bummer that you lose everything that you've farmed when the only way to exit endless mode is not left. _____Sent from Galaxy S8 using BlackMarket App together December 25, 2019 Message 1 Point 1 Age 27 Together with 18 May 2019 Message 2 Points 22 수원 Joined Jun 24, 2018 Message 43 Point 8 No downloader no it speaks like
this is a special service to partner in .biz store if you have any questions, contact lapolease [email protected] Joined Jun 24, 2018 Messages 43 Points 8 Joining December 25, 2019 Message 2 Point 1 Age 30 Joined Aug 10, 2019 Message 12 Point 3 There is too strong, can play endless mode. provides an option to turn on us off the downloaded pls mode by greeting mode Using HappyMod download APK
mode and 3x speed. Download Tales Rush! APK mode on HappyModownload. Tales Rush! Mod Tales Rush! v1.5.4 Mode Feature: Modify unlimited stylus. The use of physical strength is not reduced. This is a beautiful story written by you! Your heroes, Sword-Girls Alice and Alibaba Ninja, you'll order them on a full adventure in the unknown. In this crisis-ridden world, in gift figures that are well intended,
crazy games, bloody curses, accepted or rejected? It's up to you! How attackers end up, let's wait and see!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Game features * Snippet and slide, drop finger attacking, enjoy a thrilling battle with simple operations.* Random Skills, each adventure is a whole new experience.* Challenge powerful enemies and use your force to conquer them.*
Recruiting heroes to experience very different ways to fight.* You will encounter a variety of characters soon. Different choices will lead to different results.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- More information, or play communications, welcome to our Facebook fan base: Download Iformation Size 34.7MB Version 1.5.5.4 Ver Code 154 Language ar arm as az dusk brush ca cs acs
de el en-AU-CA en-GB en-EN-XC east-US etc fr fr-gem gu gu hi hu hyd id in my sister ja k lv lv ml mr ms ms nb nl i or plt pt-BR pt-PT ru sk sr-latn sw th tr tw uk w zh zh-cn zh-HK zh-TW zu Permission Web WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE'maxSdkVersion='18 GET_TASKS REQUEST_INSTALL_PACKAGES VIBRATE READ_PHONE_STATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE WAKE_LOCK RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED RECEIVE BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE BILLING ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION Other Permission Texts : Enable applications to open network sockets. This constant has been depressed at API level 21. No longer reinforced. Enables an application to require installing packages. Enables access to the
vibrate. Enable applications to get information about Wi-Fi networks. Enables applications to access network information. Allows using PowerManager WakeLocks to keep processor from sleep or screens from dimming. Enables an application to receive ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED that issuance after the system finishes supplement. Phone: Allows read only access to the phone state, such as the
device's phone number, information about the current cellular network, in any continuous call, with a list of any PhoneAccounts registered on the device. STORAGE: Enables an application to read from external storage. LOCATION: Enables an app to access the approcimative location. Operating System Min Sdk 19 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.4 (KITKAT) Target Sdk 29 Target Sdk Txt 29 Multi Window No
screen support small, normal, large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open Gl 0 Support any density Yes Density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534, 65535 User Features Wi-Fi computer parts feature: The app uses 802.11 network (Wi-Fi) features on the device. Use the No Touchscreen hardware feature feature: The App uses the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) phone radio systems. The
app uses basic two-point capabilities, such as for pitch gestures, but the app doesn't need to follow touch independently. This is a supersets of the android.hardware.touchscreen feature. The app uses the advanced multitouch capabilities to track two or more points independently. This feature is a supersets of android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch feature. Use the app's feature to use one or more
features on the device to determine location, such as GPS location, the network location, or where cell.#The app uses coordinates where coordinates where they get to a network geolocation system based on support on the device.#The app requires the device to use portrait orientation or landscape. If your app supports both orientation, then you do not need to declare either feature.#The app use the
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